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With the macro-control of the real estate industry in China，the real estate 
companies and real estate development projects face serious challenges. Under this 
situation, the projects’ operation needs to enhance their profitability and anti-risk 
capability. The real estate project always involves a huge fund, which may also result 
in a huge tax burden. So doing a reasonable and legal tax planning is an effective way 
to reduce cost and enhance competitiveness. In practice the cooperative development 
is widely used because it has positive effects on planning resourses and lowering risks. 
So the tax planning problem of cooperative development is also worth studying. This 
paper chooses a real estate cooperative development case that has true background, 
then analyses the tax planning of it. This case is a cooperation project between A、B、
C companies. A and B own one real estate jointly. Now A、B、C companies want to 
develop the original land together in the form of A and B offering the land and C 
offering the capital. Different operations lead to different tax results. This paper 
studies the tax planning of this case, analyzing the tax problems during the case’s 
whole process then puting forward a best tax planning program by comparing each 
other, hoping to give some ideas to familiar projects. This paper is divided into five 
parts. 
Part one is the introduction part, which mainly gives the introduction of the 
research background, the writing thinking, the article frame and the domestic and 
international scholars’ literature material with emphasis.  
Part two is the hardcore of this paper—the case analyzing. Firstly introducing the 
basic information in order to let readers know the process of the case and how many 
kinds of taxes may be involved in. Secondly analyzing the case in detail. I divide the 
project into three stages. Stage one—mergering the original real estate. Stage 
two—cooperative development. Stage three—the distribution at the end of project. 
There are several operation programs in ever stage, which can bring different tax 















the best program by comparison. 
Part three involves some knowledge about the separation of enterprise. It 
contains the definition and laws and regulations about enterprise separation. 
Part four, the enlightenment section. The operation of this case reflects some 
principles of tax planning. So in this part, I summarize the theories and principles that 
are reflected in this case, which can also give some kinds of orientation for companies 
when doing tax planning. 
Part five is the last but not the least. The ending part. This part summarizes the 
conclusions and some tips of innovative points and shortcomings during the writering, 
which can give direction for future research. 
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司的青睐。1990 年英国税务专家 S·詹姆士和 C·布若斯在合著的《税收经济学》
中指出，会计师们强调避税的合法性，将避税称之为“税务筹划”和“税收减轻”
②。1993 年 6 月的一篇关于国际不动产的专著，涉及比利时、加拿大、法国、爱















响了美国的国民经济发展，因而政府在 1986 年出台了税制改革法案(《1986 Tax 
Reform Act》)，其中明确修订了关于折旧年限、最高税率及盈亏互抵所得项目。 
                                                        
① 计金标．税收筹划．中国人民大学出版社，2010 年 1 月第 3版：4-5． 
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